WELCOME...

...to Carpet Binding 101. The Bond team has been serving the flooring industry since 1947. We are your one-stop source for everything you need to cut & finish carpet edges and more. In addition, we have many specialty products that are custom designed to meet the needs of carpet mechanics, workrooms and Do-It-Yourself customers alike.
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Our experienced staff will assist you in selecting the right products for your job: Cutting, binding, serging & carving/beveling machines, cotton & synthetic carpet binding, serging tapes & yarns in a wide variety of styles and colors. Sundry products & tools necessary for completion of your tasks.

“Because every hard floor needs a beautiful area rug!”
Method No. 1 - Instabind
This is the fastest, least expensive way to get started. This method requires the lowest initial investment in tools, yet it offers several different styles: Binding, serging, or the nautical rope look. Installation of Instabind tapes can be done right on the job site saving a trip to the binder!

Method No. 2 - Portabind / Portaserge
This method requires a moderate investment in equipment (a portable binding or serging machine) but a lower ongoing cost of material. It offers a wider range of colors for accurate matching, and 3 basic looks (binding, serging and wide binding).

Method No. 3 - Stationary or Factory Binding
This method is used for high-volume production type work. It requires a more substantial capital investment for heavy duty machines, rollers or air tables that are not normally taken to the job site, but remain at the binding shop.

The following pages will explain, in greater detail, precisely what tools, equipment and supplies are needed for each binding method. There will be many options or check points to consider, depending upon the size and scope of your carpet binding needs and your method of doing business. You, the customer, are in the best position to decide what method fits your operation and your budget.
MEET THE BOND TEAM!

As we celebrate 69 years of family owned and operated business, we want to thank you for considering Bond Products. Our goal is to provide professional quality products and services while maintaining a down to earth, customer friendly environment that will keep you coming back year after year. We appreciate our customers and look forward to earning your business!

— Brian Milnes, President/Owner
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We look forward to speaking with you soon!
Serving customers since 1947
Bond runs a local carpet workroom where **we offer hands on training along with the actual services.** You can choose from a wide variety of designs, colors, patterns, and styles for your rugs! Repair Oriental rug edges, give your hallway & stair runners a beautiful finish, or just create high end look area rugs. Carpet cove base cutting & binding service is available as well.

→ ¾” & 1 ¼” cotton binding
→ ¾” & 1 ¼” polyester binding
→ 7/8” & 1 ¼” serge tape binding
→ 3” sisal cotton binding
→ 3” blind stitch cotton binding
→ 5” sisal cotton binding
→ 5” blind stitch sisal cotton binding
→ Fringe application
→ Serging service
→ Custom borders & backings
→ Transition molding sewing
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PORTABLE BINDERS & SERGERS

ALL NEW!

BOND ALPHA MINI 2000
PORTABLE SERGER  The best value of any portable carpet serger available!

Great for all carpet, rugs, & mats
Utilizes the latest technology
Handles large range of carpet thickness & backings
Wraps perpendicular on the edges, not at an angle
Wraps evenly around edge, on both top & bottom
Maneuvers swiftly on its ball bearing wheels Serges outside & inside corners, curves, or scallops with ease
Speed controlled electronically
Digital meter registers the volume of serging
Standup handle available
Designed for heavy duty use
Comes with spare needles, tool kit, & operation manual

BOND MODEL PBB BOBBINLESS PORTABLE BINDERS...

are available in single or double puller models. We can adapt them to run up to three inch width binding, blind tapestry stitch up to four inches, or sew on heavy rubber transition molding on floor mats.
They are self oiling and cleaning with very low maintenance and extremely dependable. Our double puller is a true 4x4 pulling front and back, top and bottom for the ultimate in pulling power!
Model PBB-1X Portable Single Puller (STK#21103X) Bobbinless Portable “No Bobbin Required”. High Speed/Variable Speed “Fingertip Control”. Extra Heavy Duty Construction. Runs various tape widths. Self oiling and cleaning. Lightweight and portable 110 volt, 60 watt, 8000 RPM heavy duty motor. Binds up to 30 feet per minute. NOTE: Our PBB models can also be set up to sew transition molding on entrance mats.

Model PBB-2x 4 x4 Double Puller (STK#21105X) Fastest, most powerful, heaviest duty portable available! Never change another bobbin, bind carpet base using the optional cove guide, or just blast through plushes and heavy berbers with ease. Self oiling and cleaning. Lightweight and portable 110 volt, 60 watt, 8000 RPM heavy duty motor. Binds up to 30 feet per minute.

#75 Cleartone Monofilament
Canister Approximately 1.5 LBs for PBB model machines. .012 thickness SKU #: 08017 Recommend top thread

12/4 Glazed Maple cotton thread
Recommended bottom thread for Bond PBB & BBL machines. SKU #: 09012
Available in other colors: Chestnut, Olive Drab, & Natural

Size 69 Nylon White Thread
SKU #: 08078
Bottom thread used on PBB’s, BBL’s & some serging machines.
Available in Black SKU#: 08079 & Brown SKU#: 08081.

Bond PBB needles SKU #: 21025 #25 Uy143gs
For Pbb 2x2 or 4x4 Binder Needles (dnx1)
Available in packs of 10 or box of 100

Bond Model PBB’s tool kit: comes with every machine purchase.

Bond Model PBB-1X applying transition molding on an entrance mat.

Bond Model PBB-2X applying 7/8” Veltron on a mat.
Model BBL-1 Bobbinless Single Puller
High speed, self lubricating and built to last, our BBL-1 is what you need for commercial base work and high volume commercial grade area rugs.

Model BBL-2 Bobbinless Double Puller
Same as BBL-1 but with double pullers and able to bind heavy rugs with ease. All bobbinless machines are straight chainstitch and built on top quality Union Special heads.

Top thread choices:

Cleartone Monofilament Thread
(STK#08016)
Size 63 Canister
Approximately 1.5 lbs per canister
Top thread for BBL

#75 Cleartone Monofilament Canister
Approximately 1.5 LBs for PBB model machines. .012 thickness SKU #: 08017

Bottom thread options:

12/4 Glazed Maple cotton thread
Recommended bottom thread for Bond PBB & BBL machines.
SKU #: 09012
Available in other colors: Chestnut, Olive Drab, & Natural

Size 69 Nylon White Thread
SKU #: 08078
Bottom thread used on PBB's, BBL's & some serging machines. Available in black SKU#: 08079 AND brown SKU#: 08081.

16/4 Berkley Natural glazed 6000 thread
Recommended bottom thread for Bond BBL machines.
SKU #: 09007

#25 DP needles SKU #: 21025B/M
#25 Uy143gs For Pbb 2x2 or 4x4 Binder Needles (dnx1) Available in packs of 10 or box of 100

#24 Diamond point needles SKU #: 21024 Available in packs of 10 or box of 100.

#250/100 9844GA needles SKU #: 21026HD Available in packs of 25 great for BBL or sergers.
**BOND PORTABLE BINDER'S THREADS & NEEDLES**

Bond Model PBL-1 & PBL-2 Binder
*USED ONLY*
Subject to availability

8 oz Cleartone Monofilament thread
SKU #: 08054 for size 52.
SKU#: 08056 for Size 63.

Style “A” Bobbins For Portable Binders
(STK#08052)
Style “A” bobbins for your portable binders. 100 yds each /144 per box. Heavy Duty A bobbins are optional.

Table Mount for Portable PBL Models (STK#21011)
Complete table setup includes light stand, thread stands, and foot pedal for hands free operation. Some assembly is required, can ship UPS.

Bond Model PBL-TX Wide Tapestry Binder
(STK#21140X) Applies custom wide tapestry borders. Walking foot puller system, fully adjustable for blind stitching up to 7-1/2 inches width.

8 oz Cleartone Monofilament thread
SKU #: 08058 for size 52.

#22 Diamond point needles
SKU #: 21022
Available in packs of 10 or box of 100.

#24 Diamond point needles
SKU #: 21024
Available in packs of 10 or box of 100.

**BOND PORTABLE TAPESTRY MACHINE SUPPLIES**

8 oz SMOKETONE Monofilament thread SKU #: 08058 for size 52.

Model PBL-TX Wide Tapestry Binder
(STK#21140X) Applies custom wide tapestry borders. Walking foot puller system, fully adjustable for blind stitching up to 7-1/2 inches width.

Style “A” Heavy Duty (HD) For Portable Binders
(STK#08052HD)
Style “A” HD bobbins for your portable binders. 72 yds each /144 per box.

Size 69 Nylon White Thread
SKU #: 08078
Bottom thread used on PBB’s, BBl’s & some serging machines. Available in black AND brown.

Table Mount for Portable PBL Models (STK#21011)
Complete table setup includes light stand, thread stands, and foot pedal for hands free operation. Some assembly is required, can ship UPS.

8 oz SMOKETONE Monofilament thread SKU #: 08058 for size 52.
**LOCKSTITCH BINDERS**

**Model TMB-1 Double Puller Binder & Fringer**
Table model zigzag lock-stitch double puller carpet binder & fringer. Binds 12-18 yards per minute and up to 4 inch widths with optional single pass folder.

**Model HDP-2 Heavy Duty Portable**
Our TMB table model head is converted to be the most heavy duty portable available. Lock stitch bobbin machine with double pullers and speed control. Designed with workrooms in mind (weighs 70+ lbs).

USED ONLY
Subject to availability

---

**TMB & HDP PARTS**

**Cleartone Monofilament Thread**
(STK#08015)
Size 52 Canister for Table Models
Approximately 1.5 lbs per canister

**Cleartone Monofilament Thread**
(STK#08016)
Size 63 Canister for Table Models
Approximately 1.5 lbs per canister

**#23 Diamond point needles**
SKU #: 21023
Available in packs of 10 or box of 100.

**Style “F” Bobbins For TMB & HDP Binders**
(STK#08051)
Style “F” bobbins 96 yds each /144 per box.

**Style “F” Heavy Duty (HD) Bobbins**
For TMB & HDP Binders
(STK#08051HD)
Style “F” HD bobbins 67 yds each /144 per box.

**#23 Wedge point needles**
SKU #: 21023WP
Available in packs of 10 or box of 100.
Model HDS & HDSB

Heavy duty wrap around table serger with binder. The most heavy duty sergers on the market, bar-none. Uses two spools of tex 210 bonded nylon and the serging yarn of your choice. Bind and serge in one pass operation. Also available without the binding attachment. Complete with table, motor, and thread stands, etc. Built on another quality Union Special head and backed by over 68 years of family owned & operated craftsmanship. Charge 5-8 dollars a foot and up for unmatched profits. Truck shipments only.

“NEW” Cotton Serge Yarn
Available in 50 of the latest earthtone colors and comes on approximately 1.25 lb cones. We also offer this as our DIY Instabind “cotton serging style” on 54 ft rolls or custom lengths.

#207 Nylon Thread Monofilament tex 210
Approximately 16 oz spools for serging machines. SKU #: 08084 also available in Black, SKU #: 08085 Thicker than 135 nylon

#138 Nylon Thread Monofilament tex 135
Approximately 16 oz spools for serging machines. SKU #: 08083 also available in White, SKU #: 08082 Thinner than 207 nylon

HEAVY DUTY BOBBINLESS TABLER BINDER

HDB-1 & HDB-2 PARTS

Model HDB 1 & 2 Heavy Duty Berber/Sisal Binder
Available in either single or double puller models, you won’t find a heavier duty machine. Custom window blinds manufacturers table available for edging rolled bamboo shades.

#75 Cleartone Monofilament Canister
Approximately 1.5 LBs for PBB model machines. .012 thickness SKU #: 08017

Size 69 Nylon White Thread
SKU #: 08078
Bottom thread used on PBB’s, BBI’s & some serging machines. Available in black AND brown.

#250/100 9844GA needles
SKU #: 21026HD Available in packs of 25 great for BBL or sergers.

#090/230 9844GA needles
SKU #: 21031HD Available in packs of 25 great for HDB machines or sergers.
POLYESTER BINDING TAPES

**Bond Style 425 Texturized Polyester** 13/16” & 1-1/4” Widths (STK’s #07008 & 07012) Texturized polyester for a high quality cotton” look and feel. Available in 110 colors from stock, put on 72 yard rolls, two rolls per package. Bond 425 is made with texturized polyester yarn, many of our clients confuse it with cotton binding due to the high quality, low luster & thickness of this product. Priced & sold per gross yards (144 yds) and packaged 2 x 72 yd rolls per package. Use with a “clean top” 1-1/4 folder attachment for woven edge cotton look at poly prices! (Stk #PBL-777CT).

All New **Bond Veltron Binding** Chart SKU #: 07780B
New Bond Veltron Polyester Carpet Binding Tapes Now available in 280 colors in 7/8 & 1-1/4” widths!

**Bond 300 100% Polyester Syn/Coton Binding Tape**
is a polyester tape made to simulate cotton. Economically priced per 72 yd roll. 22 colors currently available. SKU#: 07300-10
The swatch chart on the right is great for choosing the perfect color match for your carpet! SKU #: IBRBCART

COTTON SERGING YARN

“NEW” Cotton Serge Yarn with a NEW waxed finish!
Available in 50 of the latest earthtone colors and comes on approximately 1.25 lb cones. We also offer this as our DIY Instabind “cotton serging style” on 54 ft rolls or custom lengths.

Cotton Serge Yarn Chart  50 colors available  
Sku #: 28CARD
COTTON COLOR CARDS & STYLE 250
SERGE TAPE CARDS "Made in USA"

Bond Style 400 Cotton & Style 250 Serge Tape Card
Sku #: 29011B For ordering sixty colors of 3/4 & 1-1/4 inch width of regular cotton binding and our new 1-1/4 inch width style 250 serging tapes. Quality cotton tape woven, dyed & finished right here in our families over 108 year old textile mill (Yes it's MADE IN THE USA). Cotton tape is sold per gross yard (144 yds) & packages 2 x 72 yd rolls per package. Serge tape is on 36 yard rolls. Custom dying is available to match your color samples, call for minimums & prices.

Bond Style 400 Woven Cotton
1-1/4" Width (STK#29014) Bond 400 3/4" Woven Cotton (STK#29008)
Twill weave heavy duty 100% cotton tape with starched finish for easy application and pressed look. Sixty colors available from stock from our style 400 cotton chart. 72 yards per roll / 2 rolls per package ( 1 gross package). Custom dyed to match colors are available, call for a quote and minimum requirements.

Style 250 Serging Tape 1-1/4" Width (STK#PBL777STS) Now turn your carpet binder into a serging machine with our dual purpose 1-1/4 inch width 100% cotton tape on 36 yard rolls, 2 rolls to a package. Sixty colors available from stock (order from our Bond 400 cotton card and specify serge tape when ordering - ie.S102). Dual purpose because you can use this tape for regular cotton binding by reversing the edge being applied. All that's required is our 1-1/4 inch serge tape folder (STK#PBL777STS) folder attachment. Custom dyed to match colors are available, call for quote and minimum requirements.

Bond Style 290 & 295 Sisal Card  
Sku #: 25290
Bond 290 Sisal Binding Card with 30 colors of 3 inch and 12 colors of 5 inch. Quality cotton tape woven, dyed & finished right here in our families (5th generation) textile mill. Tape is sold per 25 yd roll of 3 inch and 25 yd roll of 5 inch ( priced per yard). Custom dyed to match colors are available, call for prices & minimums. Also use this card to pick out your Instabind Regular Cotton Binding Color Styles!

New Heavy Weave Bond Style 290 Cotton Sisal Binding 3" Width  
Our 3 inch woven cotton binding is put on 25 yard rolls and has a light sized finished for a pressed finished look. Thirty colors available from stock, custom dyed to match colors are available, call for a quote and minimum requirements. New Heavy Weave Bond Style 295 Cotton Sisal Binding 5" Width Our 5 inch woven cotton binding is put on 25 yard rolls and has a pressed finished look. Twelve colors available from stock. Apply with a single pass folder (STK#PBL778SF) or blind stitch on for a wider look. NEW 5" COLOR: KHAKI sku #: 29556 now available! Order now.

270 7/8" Serge tape  
Available in 14 of the hottest colors, Bond’s new 7/8 100% cotton serging tape applies with a binding machine to give you that high end serging look without an expensive serging machine! Made in the USA! Newest color added to the line: ST3925 Chestnut. Order now!
Foot Control & Switch Assembly (STK#PBL785)
Convert your portables into a table model operation for hands free operation.

Base Attachment for PBL & PBB Models (STK#PBL707BA)
Adjustable to six inches, spring loaded carpet base guide easily mounts to your portable binder. Also available for Table mount binders, call for pricing.

Wide Sisal Tapestry Guide (STK#PBL778WG)
Available for portable and table models, our tapestry guide is used to blind stitch wide tapestry boarders onto carpets for unmatched profits and design.

13/16" Tape folder Attachment
for standard polyester & cotton bindings. Available for all machine models. SKU #: PBL707WM for PBL, TMB, & HDP machines. SKU #: PBB16-707WM

Fringe Guides (SKU #: PBL707FG)
Adjustable fringe guide for your machine. Specify make and model when ordering.

Serge Tape Folders
Use with our 7/8" & 1-1/4" serge tapes. Now turn your carpet binder into a serging machine! Note: A long shank needle and needle bar adjustment is required to use this folder on PBL model portables.

1-1/4" Standard Tape Folder Attachment
1-1/4" single turn folder gives maximum coverage and is recommended when dealing with the plush pile carpets and berbers, etc.

1-1/4" Clean Top Folder Attachment
1-1/4" clean top folder will double roll over the top edge of the non-finished binding edge to give you a beautiful “clean” finished edge look.

PBB Folder Bracket
NEW! Fast & easy way to switch between folder sizes. Used for mounting any PBB folders- complete with bracket, guide plate and screws.
PORTABLE CARPET COVE CUTTER

Six Blade Portable Carpet Cove Base Cutter

Model PCC-6
(STK#21666) Our portable 6 blade carpet cove base cutter Model #PCC-6. At four inch cuts you can cut six carpet strips in record time. Over 5000 feet in less than three hours! With our unique easy access lid you can easily adjust the width of cut and sharpen the blades. Start with a straight edge and simply push it along the carpet length.

Cove Base Winder Kit (STK#21907K)
Available as a kit with drill & carry case or just the attachment (STK#21907A). Guaranteed to save you lots of time & energy winding your carpet base. If purchasing just the attachment, you’ll need a variable speed drill to use this tool. Even mixes paint & spackle!

Blade Sharpener for Model PCC-6 (STK#21666S)
Now sharpen blades without removing them with our new 6 blade cutter sharpening tool. Keep your carpet cove cutter razor sharp on the fly!
RUGMAKING TOOLS AND ACCESSORIES

Model 6100 Pneumatic Glue Gun
Sku #: BR4000
Use glue slugs skus: BR175L
9 lbs of glue per hour output, attaches to your air compressor for stress free trigger pull.

Model BR3200 Industrial Electric Glue Gun
(STK#BR3200)
110v electric gun puts out over 7lbs of adhesive per hour. Uses our 1-3/4 inch dia. glue slugs #BR175L.

Bond Model 805-12 Glue Gun
110v 250 watt self regulating (STK#19900)
110v 250 watt self regulating uses 1/2" dia glue stix, melts 4.5 lbs per hr. Extended tip for easy application of glue. Built for the carpet mechanic!

Model 6300 Spray Glue Gun
Sku #: BR4000SPRAY
Use glue slugs #420 or #430
Pneumatic spray gun perfect for industrial projects that require large coverage areas or involve heat sensitive surfaces

Model GG-100 PortaPro Cordless Butane Glue Gun
(STK#19500)
Completely portable & self igniting; 200 Watt heater delivers 1.9 lbs of glue per hour and will run up to 140 minutes per filling. Butane fuel not included.

Old Fashioned Ice Pick
(STK#BR925)
Quickly hold carpets in place while cutting and carving

Pattern Maker with Hot Cutter
(STK#BR300)
110v 40watt self regulating uses 1/2" dia glue stix, melts 1.5 lbs per hr. Extended tip for easy application of glue. Our #1 selling economical gun for Instabind applications!

Pattern Suggestion Book
(STK#BR325)
Pattern suggestion book for design ideas of custom area rugs.

Dry Erase Pen
(STK#BR915)
Non-permanent marker for patterning before carving rugs.

Pattern Projector
(STK#BR090)
Pattern Projector for transferring design onto your carpet and pattern paper.

Pattern Projector with Long Nozzle Tip
For Instabind applications. Fits most standard glue guns.

Concave Tip for Industrial Glue Guns
T-tip for industrial glue guns BR3200, BR4000.

Manual Pattern Perforator
(STK#BR398)
Manual pattern perforator.

T-Tip for Industrial Glue Guns
(STK#19603)
T-tip for wide glue spreading applications. Fits our new model 805-12 and old models Pro4000 & Pro9000 glue guns.

Cordless Butane Hot Knife
The perfect tool for cutting synthetic rug backings with pinpoint accuracy. Seals the edges for no lost nap on the top side of carpet. Charges like a lighter using standard butane refill canisters. Self igniting and fast heating.
GLUE STIX AND GLUE SLUGS

Polyshot Glue Slugs
(STK#BR175L)
1-3/4 dia. Glue slugs for BR3200 & BR4000 Glue Guns

Glue Sticks #272
Sku #: 19001
1/2" dia x 4 inch length latex based glue stix
30 sticks to package

Glue Sticks #272 Sku#: 19031
1/2" dia x 10 inch length latex based glue stix
11 lbs per carton
Available to order by the LB.

Glue Stix #795
Sku #: 19005
1/2" dia x 4 inch length rubber based clear glue stix
30 per box

#420 Spray Glue Slugs
Sku #: BR420SPRAY
1-3/4 dia. Glue slugs for BR4000SP spray gun.
Works great for general uses: fabric, wood, plastic, cardboard, & foam.
3 minute work time

#430 Spray Glue Slugs
Sku #: BR430SPRAY
1-3/4 dia. Glue slugs for BR4000SP spray gun.
Works great for general uses: fabric, wood, plastic, cardboard, & foam.
6 minute worktime

Glue Sticks ##7784-12 Temperature Resistant
Medium open time, good general purpose, flexible glue suitable in conditions that require resistance to a wide temperature range. Available packages of 10 glue sticks
Latex based, flexible, quick penetration glue for carpet applications. Service temperature range: -76 to 221 degrees Fahrenheit

HAND SEWING SUPPLIES

4 Inch straight hand sewing needle
(STK#21040)

Hand sewing glove right or left hand available
(STK#Left Glove 21HSGL, Right Glove 21HSGR)

3 Inch curved hand sewing needle
(STK#21041)

Bond Smooth Cut Scissors
(STK# Shears 08; 09; 10; 12)
Available in 8, 9, 10, and 12 inch sizes.
Razor sharp, excellent quality!

Hand Sewing Thread
(STK#08091 Olive Drab, STK#08090 Natural, STK#08092 Black) Hand sewing Thread Size 18 waxed thread on 4 oz spools. Available in natural, black and olive drab colors.
Oriental Cotton Fringe
NEW! Recommended for Karistan and other fine oriental rugs! 100% cotton replacement fringe for oriental rug repair & restoration are available in the following styles and colors. Ten foot minimum per cut order.

#391 Style Fringe
NEW! Recommended for Karistan and other fine oriental rugs! 100% cotton replacement fringe for the CK450 style. Length: 4-1/2” Border: 3/4” Fringe: 3-3/4”

#390 Style Fringe
NEW! Recommended for Karistan and other fine oriental rugs! 100% cotton replacement fringe for the CB-3 style. Length: 3” Border: 3/4” Fringe: 2-1/4”

#383 Style Fringe
NEW! Recommended for Karistan and other fine oriental rugs! 100% cotton replacement fringe. Length: 4-1/2” Border: 1/2” Fringe: 4”

#431 Style Fringe
NEW! Recommended for Karistan and other fine oriental rugs! 100% cotton replacement fringe. Length: 2-1/2” Border: 1-1/4” Fringe: 1-1/4”

#451 Style Fringe
NEW! Recommended for Karistan and other fine oriental rugs! 100% cotton replacement fringe. Length: 2-1/4” Border: 1-3/4” Fringe: 1/2”

Polyester Beige Fringe
NEW! Recommended for Karistan and other fine oriental rugs! Polyester replacement fringe. Length: 2” Border: 3/4” Fringe: 1-1/4”

Polyester Tea Fringe
NEW! Recommended for Karistan and other fine oriental rugs! Polyester replacement fringe. Length: 2” Border: 3/4” Fringe: 1-1/4”
**SUNDRIES SUPPLIES**

**Bond Spray Lube**
(STK#21325) Our stainless sewing oil in an aerosol 10oz can. Use for binders and carver/beveler blades.

**Bond Sewing Softener**
(STK#21326) Aerosol 10oz can of our non-toxic softener. Use to soften hard carpet backing prior to binding, remove glue and grease stains.

**Bond E-Z Duster**
(STK#21339) Compressed air in a can for blowing out and maintaining your binding & carving equipment.

**#808 Chapco Spray Adhesive**
14 oz can
Sku #: SSTCHAPCO808
Fast tack with a “Blue” tint
Useful on carpet backing and construction surfaces

**#181 Latex Adhesive**
Sku #: AAT181 (quart size)
Works as traditional seam sealers for direct glue and stretch-in applications

**#150 Latex Adhesive**
Sku #: AAT150 (quart size)
Natural latex adhesive to seal edges prior to hot melt seaming

**Needle Nose Cushion Back Cutter**
Sku #: SST301CUTTER
Takes ROUND blades. Firm handle for maintaining a solid grip. Used for cutting along the top of carpets—great on berbers!

**24/8 Galvanized Staples**
Sku #: SSTGU248
5000 staples
Fits our #81 hand stapler
Premium quality Galvanized high carbon.

**#81 Hand Stapler Gun**
Sku #: SSTGU81 Staple at any angle! Use on fabric, carpets, paper, & more
Our SSTGU248 staples work perfectly!

**Square Edge blades**
Sku #: SSTOPBSLOTS SQUARE
edges 100 blades per pack
Used in Bond’s Easy Open Carpet Knife

**Easy Open Carpet Knife**
Sku #: 10KNIFE
Uses SQUARE edges 100 blades per pack, Used in Bond’s

**TRIMMER blades**
Sku #: 10BLADE edges 100 blades per pack
Used in any standard utility knife.

**Arrow Electric Gun Staples**
Sku #: SST541D3/8
#506 item, 3/8” | 10 mm, 5,000 staples
Great for carpeting, plywood, lattice, & paneling

**Sewing Machine Oil**
Sku #: 21020
Available in Pint, Quart, & Gallon sizes
**Instabind (printed) Chart** Twenty two stock colors of our regular, serging, and rope styles of Instabind. Instabind comes packaged in either 54 or 216 ft per box.

**Instabind Regular Swatch Card** is used as a color selection chart of our Instabind regular style along with our 3” syn/cotton bindings, which are put up on 72 yd rolls.

**Instabind Rope Swatch Card** is used as a color selection chart of our Instabind rope style.

**New Falcone Leather Binding** Available in widths ranging from 1” to 6” with all sizes put-up on 49 foot rolls. Contact us for samples & pricing! Adding a leather border can add an elegant and distinguished look to any area rug. The leathers' soft, natural feel is a wonderful complement to any piece of carpet.
HOOK AND LOOP TAPES

Sew Quality Hook & Loop
Hook & loop tapes available in white, black & beige colors, 5/8, ¾, 1, 1-1/2, 2 & 4 inch widths put up on 25 yard rolls.

Peel & Stick Quality Hook & Loop
Pressure sensitive adhesive (psa) available in same colors and widths as sew quality. Made with rubber based psa and put on 25 yard rolls. Acrylic and other special adhesives are available upon request.

Cool Glide Iron
Sku #: K6IRON
Ultrasonic Iron never touches the seaming tape and can’t burn the carpet! Great for repairs and all installations of all kinds. It can even repair a laminate floor. 110v and uses only the Cool Glide Tape.

Cool Glide Tape
Sku #: K6TAPE
Cool Glide foil tape for low heat seaming with the Cool Glide Iron.

NEW DOUBLE-SIDED ADHESIVE TAPE

Double-Sided Adhesive Tape put-up on 250 yd rolls which comes in 1/2" and 1-1/4" widths.
Tape Thickness: 9.0 mil
Temperature Range: -40 °F to 212 °F
Permanent bond of plastic, metal and wood surfaces.
Great shear strength, high adhesion and high instant tack.
RUG MAKING TOOLS AND ACCESSORIES

NEW! PAC-1 PNEUMATIC AIR CARVER SYSTEM (STK#21301PAC)
The Model PAC-1 system is the latest in portability and effective performance. An air compressor is required to run this unit (not included).

Note: We offer re-placement blades for all brands of carvers.

Model 1925-A Cordless Carpet Cutter (STK#21902)
Portable, cordless & self sharpening are just a few of the benefits of this tool. Saves money on blades when cutting over concrete floors. Great for cutting that stubborn hair & foam pads.

1925-A Battery Pack (STK#21902B) Battery for Cordless Carpet Cutter.
1925-A Replacement Blade (STK#21902A)
1925-A Battery Charger (STK#21902C) 1925-A Battery Charger for Cordless Carpet Cutter. Extra battery is available for $78.00/ea.

Model 840 Double Cut Carpet Jigsaw (STK#21908)
Ew-610 is our economical, variable speed, fine cut hand held double layer cutter. Cuts through two layers of carpet at a time for making custom area rugs.

Model EW-610 Carpet Shearer Beveler (STK#21803)
Ew-610 is our economical, variable speed, fine cut hand held beveler. Includes a carry case & lubricant.

Model EW-311 Carpet Shearer Beveler (STK#21802)
Ew-311 is our course cut, variable speed, hand held beveler. Fast mover for plush pile carpets. Includes a carry case & lubricant.

Portable Beveler (STK#BR1000)
Whether you are pre-beveling strips for custom border rugs or preparing thick carpets to be bound, you will save tons of time with our fully adjustable, portable, vacuum attachable, high speed machine.

Model 850 Portable Electric Carpet Cutter (STK#21909) Bond 850 110 volt, self sharpening cutter with adjustable depth.
BOND "NEW" CARPET SEAM TAPES

Bond’s new carpet seam tape style B-20 (Sku# 06090-B20)
66 ft rolls with 9 beads of adhesive, Great adhesive strength, Endures medium to heavy foot traffic, Residential use, Economy tape, 10 rolls per case

Bond’s new carpet seam tape style B-40 (Sku# 06090-B40)
66 ft rolls with 9 beads of adhesive, Great adhesive strength, Endures medium to heavy foot traffic, Residential & Commercial use, 10 rolls per case

Bond’s new carpet seam tape style B-50 (Sku# 06090-B50)
66 ft rolls with 11 beads of adhesive, Super adhesive strength, Endures heavy foot traffic, Residential & Commercial use, 10 rolls per case

ADHESIVE TAPES

Silver Duct Tape
Sku #: 20004
2 inch width x 60 yards per roll. The big rolls! 24 rolls per carton.

Double Coated Cloth Tape
Sku #: 20005
2 inch width x 25 yards per roll. The big rolls! 24 rolls per carton.

Flexible Seam Tape Sku #: 06037
3” width heat activated low temperature seam tape on 50 yard rolls.

Bond Ironless Sku #: 06041
Cold seam peel & stick tape for non-stretching applications. 15 ft rolls, 24 per case. Individually boxed for retail sales.

PSA Fiberglass Mesh Tape
Sku #: BR937
Non coated 2 inch fiberglass seam reinforcement tape put on 50 yard rolls.

PSA Fiberglass Mesh Tape
Sku #: BR938
PSA coated 2 & 4 inch fiberglass seam reinforcement tape put on 50 yard rolls.
RUG BACKING, UNDERLAYMENT, & GRIPPER

Sku #: 02ECOSTAY

Eco-Stay Rug Pad is made with 100% plant based oils. It’s an eco-friendly solution for a greener home. Provides non-slip protection underneath your rugs.
Available in packages:
2x8, 3x5, 4x6, 5x8, 8x11, 9x12

Sku #: 02ECOGRIIP

Eco-Grip Rug Pad is made with 100% plant based oils. It’s an eco-friendly solution for a greener home. Provides non-slip protection underneath your rugs with an extra cushion.
Available in packages:
2x8, 3x5, 4x6, 5x8, 8x11, 9x12

Sku #: 02MOVENOT

Attach by latex or spray gluing as a secondary backing using either side. Felt side down if laying on carpet or rubber side down if non-skid on a hard surface is needed.

Sku #: 02SUPERMOVENOT

Supermovenot is suitable for heated floors. It has felt on top side that is against your carpet with rubber on underside that will stop sliding.

"New" RUGLOCK

KIT INCLUDES: RugLock, 9’ x 12’ drop cloth, & roll of 1” x 180LF blue painter’s tape
FIRM GRIP- holds firmly to any surface: hardwood, tile, carpet, & vinyl
NO CUTTING NEEDED- eliminates cutting your rug backing to fit your carpet
WATERPROOF- you can run through washing machine, DO NOT use in dryer-line dry only
SPILL PROOF- creates a moisture barrier to most rugs, that is if you apply two coats to be sure the back is completely covered
ADHERES TO ANY BACKING
NO MORE TRIPPING- secure bond with no additional height
NOTE: …Temporarily Unavailable...
Cold weather conditions will cause product to freeze during shipments. We will have it available again once spring arrives. We apologize for any inconvenience. Call with any questions. 888-800-2663  Local Pick-Up Available
The Bond Advantage
With Bond’s turf tape, you don’t have to fumble around with messy pails of glue, trowels, and fabric. Simply roll Bond Turf Tape out, line it up, heat with a high temperature iron, and lay the seam. Three easy steps!

Exceptional Versatility  No more messy two part epoxy and extended cure times. Glue is self contained on the tape, just heat activate the adhesive with our high temp turf irons. It works even in adverse outdoor conditions, providing a strong and long-lasting bond on all urethane-backed artificial turfs. No harmful fumes and cures within minutes!

Sku #: Description
06766 6” TURF TAPE 50 FT ROLL
06763 3” TURF TAPE 50 FT ROLL
06003 3” BACK SEAM TAPE 50 FT ROLL 6” SEAMING IRON
06796 3” SEAMING IRON
06793 3” TURF SEAM SLED
06SLED4 6” TURF SEAM SLED
06 SLED6 06ROLLER SEAM ROLLER

BondBilt Turf Binder Seam Sewing Machine
(STK#21550X) Complete with cart, motor and compressed air blower hook up and built on a heavy duty Union Special head. Used for artificial turf installations when seam sewing is required. (Also see our turf back seam tape for gluing the seam after it is sewn).
Easy DIY Installation:
• Size & prepare your carpet with a clean cut edge.
• Peel & stick Instabind to underside of carpet perimeter—adjust as necessary.
• Apply hot glue bead between carpet edge & Instabind tape (we recommend using a long nozzle tip—STK#ibnozzle).
• When turning corners or circles, simply make a relief cut in the bottom tape flange and bend tape as necessary.
• Finish by sealing the backside flange with hot glue to permanently secure the tape.
• Enjoy beautiful results!

Applications Include…
• UV & Mildew Proof
• Available in 4 Stock Colors
• Safety Edge in Neons & Reflective
• 50 Feet per Roll
• No Binding Equipment Needed to Install
• Does Inside Corners & Circles
• Installs Using Only a Hot Glue Gun & Scissors
• Made in USA

Watch the video!
DIY INSTABIND ON-SITE BINDING TAPES STYLES

Now you can finish carpets right on the jobsite to save time & money by not having to return to complete your installation. Customers will be pleased to have their work done on the same day, and you get paid in full! Use for stair runners, area rugs, boats, travel trailers, custom car mats & more. Instabind products do inside and outside corners and circles with ease!

**Instabind Regular Binding style**
Available in **22 colors from stock** and put on 54 or 216 foot rolls, this Do It Yourself binding is hand applied using only a hot glue gun and scissors. No expensive binding equipment is needed! Simply peel and stick the tape to your clean cut carpet edges and seal the seam with a hot glue gun.

**Instabind Cotton Binding style** mimics standard cotton binding. Available in **30 stock colors from our sisal color swatch card**. More durable than standard binding and actually helps reinforce the carpet backing along the cut edges.

**Instabind Cotton Serging Style** is new to Bond! Now you can repair expensive oriental carpets, serge wool rugs, and other natural fiber carpets without the expense of a serging machine. **50 colors available from our cotton serge yarn chart.**

**Instabind Rope Binding** Available in **22 colors from stock** and put on 50 or 100 foot rolls, this Do It Yourself rope binding is hand applied using only a hot glue gun, scissors & clear tape. This product is unique to the Instabind product line! Simply peel and stick the tape to your clean cut carpet edges and seal the seam with a hot glue gun.

**Instabind Synthetic Serge Style**
Available in **22 synthetic colors from stock** and put on 54 or 216 foot rolls, this Do It Yourself serge binding is hand applied using only a hot glue gun and scissors. No Serging equipment is needed! Simply peel and stick the tape to your clean cut carpet edges and seal the seam with a hot glue gun.

With our patented DIY Binding System
Professional results without expensive binding equipment!

**Available Styles:**
- Rope Edge
- Serge Edge
- Regular Edge
- Outdoor Marine
- Safety Edge

**Applications Include:**
- Area Rugs
- Stair & Hallway Runners
- Auto Mats
- RV & Outdoor Carpets
- Boats & Yachts

**Instabind Starter Kit**

Professional results without expensive binding equipment!
MAKE CUSTOM RUGS!

MACHINE TRAINING & REPAIRS!